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Abstract 
Chen, C. and J. Wang, Factors in graphs with odd-cycle property, Discrete Mathematics 112 (1993) 
29-40. 
We present some conditions for the existence of a (g,f)-factor or a (g,f)-parity factor in a graph 
G with the odd-cycle property that any two odd cycles of G either have a vertex in common or are 
joined by an edge. 
1. Definitions and notations 
We consider finite graphs G with vertex set I’(G) and edge set E(G). For any 
UE V(G), we denote by C&(U) the degree of v in G. For any SE I’(G), we denote by G[S] 
the subgraph of G induced by S, and by G-S the subgraph of G obtained from G by 
deleting the vertices in S together with their incident edges. Similarly, for any 
McE(G), we write G-M for the subgraph of G obtained from G by deleting the 
edges in M. If S and Tare subsets of V(G), we denote by ec(S, T) the number of edges 
of G joining a vertex in S to a vertex in T. Write 
Qj(G)={O 1 UE V(G) and &(u)=j), 
and put qj (G)= IQj (G)I. In particular, let i(G)=qo(G), i.e. i(G) is the number of the 
isolated vertices of G. If G is a bipartite graph with bipartition (X, Y), then write 
G=(X, Y; E(G)). Let Z denote the set of nonnegative integers. 
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Let G be a graph, and g,f: V(G)-+Z such that 
g(x)bf(x) for all XE V(G). (1) 
Then a spanning subgraph F of G is called a (g,f)-factor if dF(x)E(g(x), 
g(x)+ 1, . . ..f(x)} for all XE V(G). Furthermore, if 
g(x)-_/(x) (mod 2) for all XEV’(G), (2) 
and &(x)~{dx), d-4+2, . . . . f(x)}, then the spanning subgraph F is called a (g,f)- 
parity factor. Particularly, both (g, f)-factors and (g, f)-parity factors are f-factors or 
k-factors according as g(x)=f(x) or g(x)=f(x)= k for all XE V(G). It is clear that if 
G has a (g,f)-factor, then either 
or 
c f(x)-0 (mod 2) 
xsV(G) 
g(y)<f(y) for some YE VW, 
(3) 
(4) 
and if G has a (g, f)-parity factor, then (3) must hold. In addition, G is said to have the 
odd-cycle property if any two odd cycles of G either have a vertex in common or are 
joined by an edge, and is said to have the (g, f )-inequality property if the vertex subset 
{xlx~V(G) and g(x)<f(x)) is a clique of G (it may be the empty subset). Trivially, 
G has the odd-cycle property if G is a bipartite graph. For any nonnegative integer a, 
we can also define an (a, f )-factor, an (a, f )-parity factor and the (a, f )-inequality 
property similarly as above. Some other definitions and known results related to ours 
can be found in [l, 2,7,11]. 
2. Results on (g, f)-factors 
The criterion for a general graph to have a (g, f )-factor is due to Lovasz as follows. 
Proposition 1 (Lovasz [S]). Let G be a graph, and g, f: V(G)+Z. Then G has a (g, f)- 
factor if and only if 
&(S, T):= c f(s)+ c (dG-s(t)-g(t))-hhc(S> T)aO 
SCS teT 
for all S, Tc V(G) with Sn T= 8, where ho(S, T) denotes the number of components C of 
G -(Su T) such that g(v) = f (u) for all VE V(C) and 
J(C, T):= 1 f(v)-ec(V(C), T)= 1 (mod 2). 
UEV(C) 
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The purpose of this section is to give some conditions which are simpler than that of 
Proposition 1 for the existence of a (g, _/)-factor in a graph with special properties. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle property and g, f: V(G)+Z 
satisfy (1) and either (3) or (4). Then G has a (g,f)-factor if 
for all S, Tc V(G) with SnT=@ and SuT#& where 
1 if G has odd cycles, and there exist x, REV 
rl1= such that g(x)=f(x) and g(y)<f(y); 
0 otherwise. 
Note that if g(x)<f(x) for all XE V(G), then Proposition 1 implies a stronger result 
than that of Theorem 1 since ho(S, T)=O for all S, TE V(G) with SnT=@ in this case. 
So we may consider Theorem 1 with the condition that there exists at least one vertex 
x of G such that g(x) = f(x). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let S, TE V(G) with SnT=@. It is sufficient by Proposition 1 to 
show that dG(S, T)20. By the hypotheses, we may assume that SuT#@ and 
ho(S, T)3 1. Write U= V(G)-(SuT), and let Ci, . . ..C. be the components of G[U]. 
Then 
SG(S, T)= c f(s)-- 1 g(t)+21E(GCTl)I+eG(T, U)-h&, T) 
SES ZET 
=cfO-1 s(t)+2IE(GCTl)I 
sss tST 
+ 2 -J(Cj,T)+ C f(X) -hG(S, T) 
j= 1 xsV(C,) 
mjzl JCCj, T)-hG(S, T) 
3 1 fW- 1 (f(t)+g(t))+2IE(GCTl)l 
veV(G) tET 
(5) 
- 2 2ri JCCj, T)l. 
j=l 
(6) 
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Let C=(A, B; E(C)) be a bipartite component of G[U] which is counted in hc(S, T). 
Thensincef(x)=g(x)forallx~AuB,andE(G[A])=E(G[B])=0,wehaveby(5)that 
&(SUB, TVA)-&(S, T) 
= -,FA (f(x)+g(x))+2IE(GCAI)I+2e,(A, T) 
+J(C, T)-k&SUB, TuA)+k&, T) 
Clearly, (7) still holds when A and B are interchanged. Hence by (7) we obtain that 
[&(SuB, TUA)-&(S, T)] + [&(SuA, TUB)-&(S, T)] 
= -2 C f(x)+2eo(V(C), T)+4r:qc, T)j 
xeV(C) 
= -~J(c, T)+4r:J(c, T)] 
=2 
since J(C, T) is odd. Combining it with (7), we can claim that either &(SuB, TuA)< 
&(S, T) or &(SuA, TuB)<~~(S, T). Therefore, by the odd-cycle property, we can 
choose S*, T*c V(G) with S*nT* =8 and S*uT* #8 such that &(S*, T*)<&(S, T), 
and ko(S*, T*) < 1 and ko(S*, T*) = 1 only if G has odd cycles. Thus it follows from the 
hypotheses that 
&(S,T)>,&(S*,T*)>qI-kc(S*,T*)a-1. 
Suppose that &(S, T)= - 1, then ylr =0 and kc(S*, T*)= 1. So we must have that 
g(x) = f(x) for all XE V(G) by the definition of qI and the choice of (S*, T*). Since in 
this case both (3) and the equality in (6) hold, we have &(S, T) ~0 (mod 2) and hence 
&(S, T)>O. Thus, the proof is complete. 0 
Corollary 1.1 (Folkman and Fulkerson [3]). Let G =(X, Y; E(G)) be a bipartite graph 
and g,f: V(G)+Z satisfy (1). Then G has a (g,f)-factor fund only if 
yo(A,B)>O and yc(B,A)30 (8) 
for all AcX and Bc Y. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. To show the sufficiency, we first note that for any 
component C of G, either there exists a vertex u of C such that g(v)<f(u) or 
c f(x)= c f(Y) 
xsV(C)nX ysV(C)nY 
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by setting A = V(C)nX and B = V(C)n Y in (8). Thus either (4) or (3) holds for any 
component C, and so we may assume that G is connected. Hence it suffices by 
Theorem 1 to show that yc(S, T) 20 for any S, TC V(G) with SC-IT=@. In fact 
YG(& T)=y&nX, TnY)+y,(Sn Y, TnX)>,O 
by (8). Thus, the proof is complete. 0 
The following corollary was originally proved by using integer programming 
techniques. 
Corollary 1.2 (Fulkerson et al. [4]). Let G be a graph with the odd-cycle property and 
f: V(G)+Z satisfy (3). Then G has an f-factor ifund only if 
1 f(s)+ 1 (&-s(t)-f(t))20 (9) 
for all S, TC V(G) with SnT=@ 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. To show the sufficiency by using Theorem 1 (with 
Q =O), it suffices to show that 
for any component C of G, by which we may assume that G is connected. In fact, if C is 
bipartite, then we obtain (10) from (9) by the same conclusion as used in the proof of 
Corollary 1.1; if C is not bipartite, since G has at most one such component, we still 
have (10) by the condition (3). 0 
Theorem 2. Let a be an integer, G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle property, and 
f: V(G)-+Z satisfy f(x)aa for all XEV(G) and either (3) or f(y)>a for Some 
YE V(G). Then G has an (a, f )-factor if 
a-l 
j&o (a-j)4j(G-S)< 1 f(x)-YI1 (11) 
XSS 
for all SE V(G). 
Proof. Let S, Tc V(G) with SnT=@ and SuT#@ Put 
a-l 
Q= U Qj(G-S). 
j=O 
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Then we have 
YCG v:= c f(s)+ c (do-SW4 
ses fET 
2 1 f(s)+ 1 k&-s(t)-4 
SE.7 teQ 
a-1 
xsIZs f(s)+ jzo (j-a)qj(G-S) 
3% 
by (11). So the theorem is proved by Theorem 1. 0 
Note that Theorem 2 can be strengthened in some cases, in analogy to that of 
Theorem 1. For example, if G is a bipartite graph or f(x) = a for all XE V(G), then (11) 
is also a necessary condition, and the connectivity condition of G can be omitted since 
Q = 0, and it can be showed that either (3) or (4) holds for any component of G in these 
cases. In particular, we can obtain from Theorem 2 the following criterion for a graph 
with the odd-cycle property to have a l-factor, which is also an easy consequence of 
the theorem due to Tutte [12] that a graph G has a {K2, Cj lj 3 3}-factor if and only if 
1’(G-S)< IS/ for all Ss V(G). 
Corollary 2.1. A graph G of even order with the odd-cycle property has a lfactor if 
and only if 
i(G-S)d ISI for all SE V(G). 
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle property, and g, f: V(G)+Z 
satisfy (I), either (3) or (4), and g(x) <d,(x) and f(x)>0 for all XE V(G). Then G has 
a (g, f )-factor if 
d-4 f(Y) 
d,(x)‘do(y) 
(12) 
for any two adjacent vertices x and y of G. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, it suffices to show that y&S, T)>Q for any S, TC V(G) with 
SnT=0 and SuT#@ Let Cr, .., C, be all the components of G-(SuT). Then by 
(12) we have that 
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where for brevity we have written s instead of (s}, etc. Note that yc(S, T)=O only if 
V(G) = SuT and neither G[S] nor G[T] has an edge, i.e. G is a bipartite graph with 
bipartite (5, T). So it follows yc(5, T)3qI. Thus, the theorem is proved. 0 
Kano and Saito [S] presented that if g(x)<f(x) and g(x)dBd,(x)df(x) for all 
XE V(G), then G has a (g,f)-factor, where 6 is some real number such that 0~0~ 1. 
Our Corollary 3.1 is a similar result for the special graphs and functions f; g without 
the constraint that g(x)<f(x) for all XE V(G), and from the proofs of the next three 
theorems we shall see that the result is very useful. 
Corollary 3.1. Let G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle property, and 
g, f: V(G)+2 satisfy either (3) or (4). If there exists a real number 8 with 0 < 0 < 1 such 
that 
g(x)<odc(x)bf(x) 
for all XE V(G), then G has a (g,f)-factor. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 0 
Theorem 4. Every r-regular graph G with the odd-cycle property has a k-factor, where 
O<k<r and klV(G)I=O (mod 2). 
Proof. Since G has at most one component which is not bipartite, it is easy to show 
that kl V(C)1 = 0 (mod 2) for each component C of G. Thus we may assume that 
0 <k < r and G is connected. Set 0 = k/r and g(x) =f(x) = k for all XE V(G). Then the 
conditions in Corollary 3.1 are satisfied, and so the theorem is proved. q 
Before stating the next two theorems, let us recall two definitions. A graph G is 
called an [a, b]-graph if ad d,(x) < b for all XE V(G), and said to be [a, b]-factorable if 
G can be decomposed into some edge-disjoint [a, b]-factors, where ad b. 
Theorem 5. Let G be a graph with the strong odd-cycle property that any two odd cycles 
of G have a vertex in common, and k 3 1 such that kl V(G)1 E 0 (mod 2). Then G is 
k-factorable if and only if G is a km-regular graph for some m 3 1. 
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Proof. The necessity is trivial. We show the sufficiency by induction on m> 2. By 
Theorem 4, G has a k-factor F. Then G-E(F) is a k(m- 1)-regular graph having at 
most one component which is not bipartite. It is easy to see by the hypotheses that 
each component C of G-E(F) also has the strong odd-cycle property and satisfies 
kl V(C)1 =O (mod 2). Thus, every C can be decomposed into m- 1 k-factors by 
induction, and so G can be decomposed into m k-factors. 0 
Note that Theorem 5 is an extension of the theorem due to Kijnig [6] that 
a bipartite graph is l-factorable if and only if it is regular. Furthermore, if G is 
a bipartite graph, then Theorem 5 can be strengthened to give the next result due to 
de Werra (see [7]), whose short argument using Corollary 3.1 is given here. 
Theorem 6 (D. de Werra). Let Oda< b and G be a bipartite graph. Then G is 
[a, b]-factorable if and only if G is an [am, bm]-graph for some m>O. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. Conversely, we shall show the sufficiency by induction 
on m. Without loss of generality, we may assume that m32 and G is connected. Put 
O= l/m and define functions g and f on V(G) as follows: 
i 
f(x) = 9 (x) = a if d,(x) = am, 
f(x)- 1 =g(x)=L(l/m)d,(x)l if am<d,(x)<bm, 
f(x) = g(x) = b if L&(X) = bm, 
for all XE V’(G). Note that when U:= (UE V(G)/ urn<&(u)< bm) =@, the function 
f satisfies (3). In fact, let G=(X, r; E(G)), and set 
Xi ={x~XId,(x)=am} and X,={x~XI&(x)=bm}, 
YI={y~Y~dc(y)=am} and Y2=(y~YIdc(y)=bm}, 
then it is easy to show that 
~~l~~I+I~~O+~~l~~I+l~~I~=~~~~~~~. 
Thus, the conditions in Corollary 3.1 are satisfied, and so G has a (g,f)-factor F. Put 
F’= G-E(F). We observe that for any UEU, it follows that 
a<id,(u)<b and a(m-l)< 1-k d,(o)<b(m-1). 
( > 
Hence 
a-l<:&(o)-l<f.(u)-l=g(a)<dF(u)<j(0) 
=g(u)+l+&)+l<b+l 
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and 
a(m- l)- 1-C 
( > 
1-k d,(u)- 1 <d&-g(u)- 1 =d&)--f(U)<dF’(U) 
<dG(u)-g(u)=dc(u)-f(u)+l< dG(u)+l<b(m-l)+l. 
Therefore, F is an [a, b]-factor and F’ is an [u(m- l), b(m- 1)]-factor of G. By 
induction, 8” can be decomposed into m - 1 [a, b]-factors, and so G can be decom- 
posed into m [a,b]-factors. 0 
3. Results on (g,f)-parity factors 
The criterion for a general graph to have an f-factor was found by Tutte as follows. 
Proposition 2 (Tutte [12]). Let G be a graph and f: V(G)+Z satisfy (3). Then G has an 
f-factor ifund only if 
for all S, Tz V(G) with SnT=& where h&(S, T) is the number of components C of 
G-(SuT) with 
uE& f(u) - ec( V(C), T) E 1 (mod 2). 
A similar criterion for a general graph to have a (g, f)-parity factor can be derived 
from Proposition 2 or some other results due to Lovasz [lo]. That is 
Proposition 3 [l, lo]. Let G be a graph, and g,f: V(G)+Z satisfy (l), (2) and (3). Then 
G has a (g, f )-purity factor if and only if 
s; f(sHTr (d+s(t)-g(t))-hb(S, T)>O 
for all S, Ts V(G) with SnT=@. 
Here we shall present some simpler conditions than that of Proposition 3 for the 
existence of a (g, f)-parity factor in a graph with special properties, which are similar 
to that given in Theorems 1-3. 
Theorem 7. Let G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle and (g, f)-inequality 
properties, where g, f:V(G)-+Z satisfy (l), (2) and (3). Then G has a (g, f)-purityfuctor if 
YC(S, T):=s;sf(4+ 1 (d,-s(t)-g(t))>rz 
IST 
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for all S, TE V(G) with Sr\ T= 8 and Su T# 0, where 
i 
1 if G has odd cycles and there exists xeV(G) 
v2 = such that g(x) <f(x); 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. We first construct a new graph H from G by joining i (f(u) - g(v)) new loops to 
each vertex u of G. Then for all UE V(H)= V(G), 
d&J) = d&U) + f(v) - g(v). (13) 
Clearly, G has a (g, f)-parity factor if and only if H has an f-factor. Thus, it suffices by 
Proposition 2 to show that 
MS, T):= 1 f(s)+ 1 G&-&-f(t))-WS, T)30 
sss ZET 
for any S, Tr V(H) with SnT=@ and SuT#@ Similarly as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can choose S*, T* E V(H) with S*nT* =8 and S*uT* #8 such that 
Sb(S*, T*)<6;(S, T) and hh(S*, T*)6y12+ 1. Thus, by (13) and the hypotheses, we 
have that 
&(s, T)3 1 f(s)+ c (6s*(t)-f(t))-h;I(S*, T*) 
ses* fET* 
“,z* f(s)+ c (des*(t)-g(t))-ulz- 1 
(ET* 
3 -1, 
and hence 6&(S, T) > 0 since it can be shown that Sb(S, T) = 0 (mod 2) similarly as the 
equality in (6). Consequently, the theorem is proved. 0 
Corollary 7.1. Let G=(X, Y; E(G)) be a bipartite graph, and g, f: Y(G)+Z satisfy (l), 
(2) and (3). Suppose that there exists at most one vertex or one pair of adjacent vertices 
such that (4) holds. Then G has a (g, f)-parity factor if and only if 
yo(A,B)>O and yc(B,A)30 
for all AcX and Bc Y. 
(14) 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Corollary 1.1 by using Theorem 7 instead of 
Theorem 1. q 
Note that Corollary 7.1 is sharp in the sense that the condition ‘there exists at most 
one vertex or one pair of adjacent vertices such that (4) holds’ cannot be replaced by 
that ‘there exist at most two vertices such that (4) holds’. This fact will be shown by the 
graph G and the functions g and f given in Fig. 1, where the integers beside 
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X 
G 
Y 
2,2 02 
Fig. 1 
the vertices v denote g(v) and f(v). Obviously, G has no (g,f)-parity factor, but the 
conditions (l), (2), (3) and (14) are satisfied, and G has only two vertices such that (4) 
holds. 
To end this paper, we finally state another two theorems without proofs since they 
can be proved analogously to Theorems 2 and 3 by applying Theorem 7 instead of 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem 8. Let a be an integer and G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle and 
(a,f)-inequality properties, where f: V(G)+Z satisjies (3), and f(x)>a and f(x)- a 
(mod 2)for all XE V(G). Then G has an (a,f)-parity factor if 
a-1 
j& (a-j)qj(G-S)d C f(x)-~z 
xes 
for all SE V(G). 
Theorem 9. Let G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle and (g,f)-inequality 
properties, where g,f: V(G)+Z satisfy (l), (2), (3) and g(x)<dG(x) and f(x)>Ofor all 
XE V(G). Then G has a (g, f)-parity factor if 
cl(x) f(Y) - - 
&(4d e(y) 
for any two adjacent vertices x and y of G. 
Corollary 9.1. Let G be a connected graph with the odd-cycle and (g,f)-inequality 
properties, where g, f: V(G)+Z satisfy (2) and (3). If there exists a real number 0 with 
0<8< 1 such that 
g(x) < ad,(x) d f(x) 
for all XE V(G), then G has a (g, f)-parity factor. 
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